
showcase evaluation

How this information was compiled

The data presented for this group was compiled using 
information from up to 80 evaluation forms per showcase. 
The comments represent a range of delegate opinions. Survey 
categories for the ArtScan showcase, educational content and 
grade suitability use a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high). 

Showcase content (out of 5.0)

Level of artistry      

Audience/Student appeal    

Presentation value (costumes/visuals/etc.)    

Educational content (out of 5.0)

Educational value    

Rapport with students   

Relevance to students 

Audience suitability & recommendation

Primary

Intermediate

Middle/Junior

Secondary

Comments
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89%

So impressive! Loved the mix of dances ...So very talented, 
wow!...Wonderful movement...Great exposure to different 
kinds of dance...Made dance accessible, wonderful 
explanations...Beautiful images!...Good demonstration/
explanations...Appealing presentation, inspiring for 
teens...Excellent contemporary dance...Spellbinding! Good for all 
ages...Bright engaging dancers, good explanations...much variety 
of dance styles, very skilled...Visually interesting...Movement 
is stunning...Accessible...Both intellectually/emotionally 
fascinating...Simple, powerful, totally engaging...fantastic, very 
enjoyable/educational...Artistically and beautifully done!...Great 
energy, very artistic, great use of props...Thanks for the info of 
different styles...Very “out of the box type of dance...Fascinated 
audience

Dancer Desirée Dunbar                                
Photo by Daniel Collins  
Choreography: 'Place of Dreams' by Judith Garay

Dancers Dancing

Dancers Dancing is an energetic 
contemporary dance repertory 
company known for its technical 
excellence. Led by Judith Garay who 
brings 30 years of international 
experience as a dancer, choreographer 
and teacher, the Company’s work is 
lyrical, intense, magical and funny. The 
dancers are versatile and able to dance a 
variety of styles. They have performed at 
festivals including Dancing on the Edge 
and Vancouver International Dance 
Festival and for students in Kitimat, 
Lytton and Lillooet.

Showcase: An abbreviated warm-up 
sequence and short excerpts from  
their repertoire including explanations 
and context.

Discipline        Dance

Grades              Middle/Junior, Secondary

Duration          50 min.

Capacity           500

# in Group       6 

Homebase       Vancouver

Fees                   $600–$800

Showcase(s)    First ArtScan 2005


